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   ABSTRACT

Behavioral simulation using high-level hardware
description languages (HDLs) is becoming increasingly rel-
evant for mixed-domain MEMS simulation. In this paper
three issues which impact the convergence and simulation
time in MEMS behavioral simulations are addressed. First,
velocity and displacement are compared for the choice of
the across variable in nodal simulation. The through variable
is force. Second, three state space implementations of dis-
placement as across variable are compared. Finally, relative
scaling of different quantities in order to improve conver-
gence properties is considered with respect to the rotational
domain. A minimal equation matrix representation with low
condition number using displacement as across variable and
scaling of the rotational domain gives the best convergence
and simulation time.
Keywords: behavioral modeling, analog hardware descrip-
tion language, convergence

1  INTRODUCTION

Researchers have encoded behavioral models of
mechanical, electrostatic, optical and fluidic components in
analog HDLs such as Verilog-A [1], MAST [2] and VHDL-
AMS [3]. Analog HDLs provide a powerful methodology to
combine different domains. Therefore, they are well-suited
for integrated MEMS simulation.

Behavioral simulation provides the modeler with free-
dom to implement the physics of the component in a number
of different ways. However, the high-level analog HDL code
renders the final simulation matrix inaccessible to the mod-
eler. Therefore, the choice of the best implementation is not
immediately apparent to the modeler. Different implementa-
tions lead to different numbers of equations, convergence
properties and simulation speed in transient analysis. With-
out a thorough understanding of the translation of the analog
HDL code to the simulation matrix, the resulting simulation
times may be non-optimal and the simulation may be non-
convergent in the worst case. The available reference mate-
rial mainly addresses syntax issues and does not provide
insight into mapping of analog HDL representation to the
equations for nodal analysis [4][5]. In this paper, analog
HDL code is correlated to the matrix formulation during
transient analysis. The convergence and simulation speed of

transient analysis are then explained with the aid of t
matrix formulation.

Comparisons between electrical circuit simulation an
MEMS simulation for choice ofthrough and acrossvari-
ables for nodal analysis have been suggested previou
[3][6]. Force has been the preferredthroughvariable.Dis-
placementand velocity are possible candidates for the
acrossvariable. From a user perspectivedisplacementas
acrossvariable is more convenient to observe motion.
preliminary evaluation of simulations using the two choice
for the acrossvariable showed that thevelocity as across
variable implementation has some convergence difficulti
[7]. Simulation times have not been compared previously.
more comprehensive comparison of the convergence a
simulation times for the two choices is presented here.

Mixed-domain behavioral simulation involves formu
lation of a set of matrix equations which may have wide
different coefficients due to the different regions of intere
in different domains. Wide range in matrix element value
can lead to ill-conditioned matrices and thus to convergen
difficulties. It is demonstrated in this paper that this proble
can be eliminated by appropriate scaling of quantities.

The simulation environment is described in the bac
ground section. This is followed by an explanation of th
different implementations along with the analog HDL cod
and the expected matrix implementation in the simulato
Scaling of quantities for better convergence is then d
cussed followed by simulation results and analyses. Fina
conclusions and suggestions for analog HDL modeling a
presented.

2  BACKGROUND

The behavioral models in this paper are implement
as part of the NODAS [1] framework. NODAS is a library
of parameterized models for elements such asbeam, plate,
andcomb-drive.The user constructs a simulation represe
tation of the device by composing a MEMS schematic usin
elements from this library. The differential equations for th
elements in NODAS are encoded in Verilog-A. The Spe

tre [8] simulator from Cadence is used for simulations.
An elastically gimbaled z-axis CMOS-MEMS gyro-

scope [9], is used as the benchmark for simulations. F
simulations the comb-drives are removed from the sch
matic in order to eliminate non-linear physical effects. The
the gyroscope can be modeled as a linear nested spr
mass-damper system. By reducing the problem to a line
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matrix, we focus on the mathematical representation of the
system and its relation to convergence and speed of simula-
tion.

3  MODEL FORMULATION

The Verilog-A module is based onconstitutive rela-
tionships, which describe the behavior of the element, and
interconnection relationships, which describe the structure
of the network. The simulator combinesconstitutive rela-
tionshipswith Kirchhoff ’s lawsin nodal analysisto form a
system of differential-algebraic equations [10]. Numerical
integration methods are employed to solve these equations
for transient analysis. The simulator replaces the time deriv-
ative operator with a discrete-time finite difference approxi-
mation and solves at individual time points along the
interval. Interval between time points (time steph) is con-
trolled by simulator to ensure accuracy of the finite differ-
ence approximation.

Common integration methods include Backward Euler
(BE), Trapezoidal rule (TR) and Gear. BE is used in this
paper to illustrate the formulation of transient analysis
matrix due to its simplicity, accuracy and stability. In BE,
the node value at timet+h is computed based on the deriva-
tive value att+h. For example, the equation can be
written as:

  (1)

Solving for node variabledisplacement xusing BE integra-
tion rule:

  (2)

The matrix representation is as shown in Implementation 1
of Section 3.1. Figure 1 is an illustration of BE integration
method.

A mechanical spring-mass-damper system is gov-
erned by the equation: . Elastic, damping
and inertial elements are discretized as described above and
represented in this paper.

Five different behavioral model formulations of the
above second order system are described below. Broadly
they can be classified into two groups, one usingdisplace-

mentas theacrossvariable and the other usingvelocityas
the acrossvariable,force being thethrough variable in all
the cases. The latter bears a direct analogy to traditio
electrical circuit simulation which usescurrent as the
through variable andvoltage as theacross variable.

Verilog-A code, equivalent circuit and matrix repre
sentations for transient analysis with BE are shown for ea
case. Extra state variables used by the modeler are liste
the beginning of the code. In addition, the simulator inser
additional states, some of which have trivial solutions. Th
non-trivial states inserted by the simulator are also includ
in the equivalent circuit and the matrix representations. T
equivalent circuits represent the equations solved by t
simulator at each time step. They are composed of cond
tances which enter the diagonal elements of the matrix a
voltage controlled current sources which contribute to th
off-diagonal terms in the transient analysis matrix.

3.1 Displacement asacross variable

Implementation x1: Additional states (v, a) are used to hold
the velocity and acceleration. In addition to the elastic for
modeled as a conductance, two voltage-controlled curr
sources corresponding to the damping and inertial forc
also contribute to theforce flowing through nodex. In the
matrix, off-diagonal elements (1/h) become large when the
time-steph becomes small.
Verilog-A:
kinematic v, a;
Pos(v) <+ ddt(Pos(x));
Pos(a) <+ ddt(Pos(v));
F(x) <+ - M*Pos(a)
        - B*Pos(v)
        - K*Pos(x);

Equivalent circuit:

Matrix:

Implementation x2: One additional state (v) is used to hold
velocity, leading to a more compact matrix. Note that th
damping and inertia terms occur together in the matrix.

Verilog-A:
kinematic v;
Pos(v) <+ ddt(Pos(x));
F(x) <+ - M*ddt(Pos(v))
        - B*Pos(v)

v ẋ=

x t( ) v τ( ) τd
0
t∫=

x t( )
h

--------- x t h+( )
h

------------------- v t h+( )–≅

τ

v(τ)

t t+h
Figure 1. Computation of state variable using Backward
Euler integration rule. The areas of the rectangles
obtained by  integration are shown.
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      - K*Pos(x);

Equivalent circuit:

Matrix:

Implementation x3: One additional state (v) is used to hold
the velocity. This implementation differs from implementa-
tion 2 only in thatBdx/dtis used instead ofBv. The damping
and inertia terms occur in different elements of the matrix.
Verilog-A:
kinematic v;
Pos(v) <+ ddt(Pos(x));
F(x) <+ - M*ddt(Pos(v))
        - B*ddt(Pos(x))
        - K*Pos(x);

Equivalent circuit:

Matrix:

3.2 Velocity asacross variable

Implementation v1: One extra state (x) is explicitly used to
hold position (obtained by integrating velocity). Further, the
simulator inserts an additional state (i) to hold the integral of
velocity.
Verilog-A:
kinematic x;
Pos(x) <+ idt(Pos(v),0);
F(v) <+ - M*ddt(Pos(v))
        - B*v;
        - K*Pos(x);

Equivalent circuit:

Matrix:

Implementation v2: No explicit additional states are used
in the Verilog-A code. However, the simulator inserts a
additional state (i) to hold the integral of velocity. Post-pro-
cessing of the velocity solution is needed in order to obta
the displacement.
Verilog-A:
F(v) <+ - M*ddt(Pos(v))
        - B*v;
        - K*idt(Pos(v),0);

Equivalent circuit:

Matrix:

4  SCALING OF QUANTITIES

In mixed-domain simulation, implementation o
behavioral models without insight into the simulation matri
can lead to ill-conditioned matrices. The wide variation o
matrix elements is illustrated in Figure 2. The in-plane stif
ness matrix for a typical MEMS beam is shown with an
without scaling of the rotational domain. We can see that t
resulting matrix is better conditioned with scaling.

5  SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations of the gyroscope were done using the fi
different implementations. They are abbreviated as x1, x
x3, v1 and v2. A 1µN sinusoidal force was applied and
transient analysis was done till 40 ms. The results of simu
tion are summarized in Table I.

The condition number for the matrix for a single
spring-mass-damper goes asymptotically as1/(Mh) for x1
and as(1/M) for x2, x3, v1 and v2. This explains why x1
does not converge for the gyroscope simulation. x2 co
verges, but the result shows less damping than expec
because the damping effects are shadowed by theM/h terms.
Though the number of time-steps taken by v1 and v2
nearly the same as those taken by x3, the overall time tak
is larger.
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6  CONCLUSIONS

It is seen that the implementation of the analog HDL
encoding of the differential equations describing the ele-
ment behavior directly impacts the convergence and simula-
tion speed in transient analysis. There is no significant speed
advantage of usingvelocity as theacrossvariable. There-
fore, keeping in mind ease of use,displacementas across
variable is a better choice. On the basis of the simulations
and analysis performed, the following suggestions are pre-
sented:
1. Additional states ( , ) to hold derivatives

lead to greater simulation times. They introduce large
off-diagonal terms during the transient analysis and
thereby lead to ill-conditioned matrices. Therefore, care
must be taken when using additional states.

2. If additional states are not used, coefficients of deriv
tives ( ) in the differential equations ( ,

) are multiplied by (1/h) during tran-

sient analysis. Coefficients of and must be sep
rated or scaled such that (1/h) multiplication of the
lower order coefficients ( ) during transient analys
does not lead to complete insignificance of the high
order coefficient ( ).

3. Appropriate scaling must be used when differe
domains are combined together so that the compos
nodal analysis matrix remains well-conditioned.
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x1 No NA NA 2751 NA

x2 Yes No 180 1809 68811

x3 Yes Yes 110 1809 59875

v1 Yes Yes 133 2240 60023

v2 Yes Yes 134 1556 60021

Table I Comparison of five implementations
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